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Comparison of 64QAM and 16QAM blocking signals for Adjacent and Non-adjacent Channel rejection

64QAM-3/4 Blocker

With no blockers present, the sensitivity is 25 dB above the thermal noise floor.

When a blocker is present, the specification requires us to start measuring performance 3 dB above the original 
rate-determined sensitivity. Therefore, noise from the blocker must result in the noise floor increasing by 3 dB. 
In order to cause a 3 dB increase in the noise floor, the noise from the blocker must fall at the original noise 
floor level. Filtering in the radio must therefore suppress the blocking signal to the level of the original noise 
floor. This information allows us to determine how much rejection the radio must provide to guarantee that the 
blocking specification can be met.
Since the blocker for 64QAM is 23 dB above the desired signal, and since the noise from the blocker must be 
reduced so that it is at the original noise level, we will require 23 + 3 +25 = 51 dBc filtering. 
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Blocker at 25 + 3 + 23 = 51 dB above original noise 
floor. Therefore, we need 51 dBc rejection 

3 dB

Blocker is 23 dB above (Sensitivity +3)

20 + 5 = 25 dB

Threshold for ACI = Sensitivity + 3 dB

Case 1 : No blocker

SNR + impl. Loss = 20 + 5 = 25 dB

Noise floor = -114 + F + 10logB
                   = -114 +8 +10log(5)
                   = -99 dBm

After filter rejection, noise from blocker must 
be at the original noise level. This results in the 
overall noise floor rising 3 dB, and  causes the 
sensitivity limit to increase by 3 dB.

Case 2: 64 QAM-3/4 Blocker present

Sensitivity = -99 + 25 = -74 dBm
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16QAM-3/4 Blocker

Note that the required rejection in the radio is identical for 16QAM and 64QAM as long as the difference in 
required channel rejection (as specified in table 339) is the same as the difference in required SNR.

If the difference in channel rejection is different from the difference in SNR, then one case will be more 
challenging to meet than the other.

In conclusion, the difference in required channel rejection in table 339 between 16QAM and 64QAM should be 
6 dB, since this is the difference in SNRs required.
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Blocker at 19 + 3 + 29 = 51 dB above original noise 
floor. Therefore, we need 51 dBc rejection 

3 dB

Blocker is 29 dB above (Sensitivity +3)

14 + 5 = 19 dB

Threshold for ACI = Sensitivity + 3 dB

Case 1 : No blocker

SNR + impl. Loss = 14 + 5 = 19 dB

Noise floor = -114 + F + 10logB
                   = -114 +8 +10log(5)
                   = -99 dBm

After filter rejection, noise from blocker must 
be at the original noise level. This results in the 
overall noise floor rising 3 dB, and  causes the 
sensitivity limit to increase by 3 dB.

Case 2: 16 QAM-3/4 Blocker present

Sensitivity = -99 + 19 = -80 dBm


